Science and Technology Fair

Monday 29 October, 12-4pm
East Midlands Conference Centre,
University Park Campus

Find out more
nottingham.ac.uk/careers/scitechfair

Search your app store for MyNottingham to explore all careers fairs.

Discover the possibilities nottingham.ac.uk/careers
Find all your careers fairs on MyNottingham

Check out the new careers fair tile, and explore which fairs are happening this term.

- Find all your careers fairs in one place
- Discover which employers will be there
- Explore employer profiles to get fair-ready

Download from your app store
Search: MyNottingham

Get ready for your future
nottingham.ac.uk/careers
It’s great to see you at our Science and Technology Fair. As scientists and technologists, your skills are in high demand and we are excited to announce that over 40 employers will be making their way to University Park to meet you.

Watch out for the blue mortar board symbol in this guide – on these stands you will be able to chat to Nottingham graduates who are happy to be back on campus and keen to meet you, whatever subject you are studying.

Our team are here to help you understand and make the most of the graduate jobs market – not just today – but during your time at university and once you graduate. Make sure you leave with a copy of our events guide so that you can see what’s happening this term.

And finally, keep in touch. You can book an appointment with us at nottingham.ac.uk/careers/appointments or ask our experts a question on Facebook or Twitter. If you have a burning question, it’s a great way to get a quick answer.

We hope you enjoy the day!

Your Careers team

Find all your careers fairs on MyNottingham

Search for MyNottingham
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### Access UK Ltd

**Subjects recruiting from:** All subjects  
**Job areas recruiting to:** Administration, customer services, development, finance, hosting, human resources, IT, marketing, professional services, sales and support  
**Job location(s):** Nationwide  
**Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20:** Numerous  
**Ask me about:** Our powerful self-service apps  

We are one of the UK’s leading providers of software to the best mid-market businesses. Our story is one of continued success.

We grow rapidly both organically and through acquisitions, and as a result the Access family has also grown at pace. Over the past five years, we’ve gone from almost 300 to over 1,300 people and from 4,000 to over 14,000 customers.

We’re successful as a business because we strongly believe that by having employees who do what they love at Access, they’ll, in turn, pass this great experience on to our customers. Come to talk to our representatives on the day to find out more.

theaccessgroup.com

### Army

**Subjects recruiting from:** All subjects  
**Job areas recruiting to:** Defence engineering, IT and communications  
**Job location(s):** Worldwide  
**Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20:** Numerous  
**Ask me about:** The world-class opportunities, top qualifications and career progression available to an army officer  

Become an army officer and you’ll get much more from life than you would with a civilian career – you’ll have the opportunity to develop your skills somewhere it really matters, alongside a team like family to you.

It doesn’t matter what you choose to do but you can specialise in science or technology, among many other areas. From the moment you join you’ll be set on a path of constant improvement with access to world-class opportunities and a chance to gain top qualifications.

You’ll see the world, realise your potential and make people proud. And, above all, you’ll build bonds that never break.

Find where you belong. Become an army officer.

army.mod.uk/jobs

### BGL Group

**Subjects recruiting from:** Computer science, technology, numerate subjects (such as mathematics, physics, statistics) and social sciences  
**Job areas recruiting to:** Technology graduate programmes, software engineering, data engineering, data and business analytics  
**Job location(s):** Cambridgeshire with some rotations in London and Paris (for advanced French speakers)  
**Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20:** 15  
**We also offer:** Two year-long placements  
**Ask me about:** Our meerkat colleague Mr Aleksandr Orlov  

We’re a leading digital distributor of insurance and household financial services – our brands include comparethemarket.com, BeagleStreet.com and LesFurets.com

Our technology programme offers specialist programmes including software engineering, data engineering, business analysis, software development in test and data analytics.

Whichever specialism you apply for you’ll get the opportunity to experience our different brands, helping to build a solid foundation to be a future leader.

Our headquarters are in Cambridgeshire, but you may get to experience our digital office in London, and advanced French speakers may get the opportunity to spend time in Paris with LesFurets.com.

bglgroup.co.uk
**Boots UK**

Subjects recruiting from: Digital and software engineering  
Job area recruiting to: Digital and IT  
Job location(s): Nottingham  
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous  
We also offer: Vacation internships, graduate internships and year-long placements  
Ask me about: Our recruitment process and what our top tips would be

Our graduate and undergraduate schemes for both business units will set you up with all the tools and knowledge you need to hit the ground running.  
Our core development programme will enhance your self-awareness and energise your strengths to become a highly capable and confident leader.  
Providing meaningful on-the-job experiences, an opportunity to work in our stores and on community projects, with mentoring from inspirational leaders and much, much more.  

[boots.jobs](#)

---

**British Sugar**

Subjects recruiting from: Science, engineering and business  
Job area recruiting to: Graduate roles in multiple areas  
Job location(s): Newark, Wissington, Bury St Edumunds, Cantley and Peterborough  
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 20  
We also offer: Graduate internships  
Ask me about: How we develop and support you through the programme and beyond

As the sole processor of the UK’s beet sugar crop, we work in partnership with our 3,500 growers and our customers to deliver a world-class product that is made to the highest standards.  
Our innovative approach to manufacturing enables us to create a range of co-products from power generation and bioethanol, to animal feed.  
We have graduate schemes in science, engineering and business, details can be found at britishsugar.co.uk/careers/graduates.  
We are looking for people who are driven to excel, with a can-do attitude and pride in doing things to the best of their ability.  

[britishsugar.co.uk/careers/graduates](#)

---

**BT Group**

Subjects recruiting from: All subjects  
Job area recruiting to: Engineering, human resources, sales, marketing, technical consulting and business analysis  
Job location(s): Nationwide  
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 10  
We also offer: Year-long placements  
Ask me about: Communications, technology and media

We’re one of the world’s most successful communications, technology and media companies, with customers in the UK and around the world.  
And we’ve come a long way from wires and cables to hi-tech innovation, TV, sport and entertainment, mobile, global business, cyber security, the smart home, and much more.  

[btplc.com](#)
**Capital One**

Subjects recruiting from: All subjects, particularly STEM  
Job areas recruiting to: Software engineering, marketing, analytics and data science  
Job location(s): Nottingham and London  
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 50  
We also offer: 30 vacation internships  
Opportunities for PhD students: Data science roles  
Ask me about: Our information-based strategy and how we use data to drive our business forward

Money influences everyone in some way, shape or form. At Capital One, it's our common purpose to ensure this influence is a positive one on our customers' lives.

We were founded on the belief that technology and information could transform the industry. Still led by our founder with that vision, we’re one of the UK’s top credit card providers supporting millions of customers.

We continue to transform at pace bringing the best to our customers and helping them succeed.

[capitalonecareers.co.uk/early-careers](capitalonecareers.co.uk/early-careers)

---

**CGI**

Subjects recruiting from: Primarily STEM backgrounds but all subjects welcome  
Job areas recruiting to: Technical graduate, technical placement and business graduate opportunities  
Job location(s): Nationwide  
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 50  
We also offer: 30 year-long placements  
Ask me about: The variety of industries that we work in and our excellent benefits package

CGI is one of the largest IT and business process services providers in the world, delivering high-quality business consulting, systems integration and managed services. Approximately 73,000 professionals serve thousands of global clients from offices and delivery centers across the Americas, Europe and Asia Pacific.

Be part of something exciting at CGI and join us as a graduate or placement student. You can find out more information and apply on our website.

[cgi-group.co.uk/careers](cgi-group.co.uk/careers)

---

**CK Science**

Subjects recruiting from: A range including science, engineering, and technology  
Job areas recruiting to: Science, production, manufacturing, quality assurance, R&D, environment, supply chain, technology and more  
Job location(s): Nationwide  
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous  
Ask me about: Our range of opportunities

We’re one of the UK’s leading scientific recruitment companies.

Over the last 27 years we have found jobs for thousands of high-calibre scientists in the scientific, chemical, waste, biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries. By working with us to find your next job, you will get access to the best scientific vacancies in the UK, Europe and rest of the world.

[ckscience.co.uk/search](ckscience.co.uk/search)
**Deloitte**

**Subjects recruiting from:** All subjects  
**Job areas recruiting to:** Please see our website for details of job areas  
**Job location(s):** Nationwide  
**Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20:** Numerous  
**We also offer:** Graduate internships  
**Ask me about:** Our undergraduate and graduate schemes

Deloitte is a business that doesn’t just recognise your need to remain curious, but fully embraces it. Here, you’ll follow a career path that enables you to be true to yourself. To think bigger, think creatively and deliver real impact.

Deloitte is reshaping both the business and technology landscape. From human capital and tax consulting to technology and cyber. We’re delivering end-to-end improvement programmes, turning disruption into opportunity, and redesigning the art of audit through automation – you could be part of it.

**Defence Science and Technology Laboratory**

**Subjects recruiting from:** A wide range from aero engineering to zoology  
**Job areas recruiting to:** R&D and project management  
**Job location(s):** Fareham, Salisbury and Sevenoaks  
**Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20:** Numerous  
**We also offer:** Vacation internships, graduate internships and year-long placements  
**Ask me about:** The variety and importance of the work we do, and staff benefits

We are the home of unexpected science. We work with the people with the best ideas, helping protect the nation. We find new and surprising ways to solve problems. We provide a wide range of roles and unsurpassed training opportunities to new graduates.

As a member of the 5% club, we’re committed to ensuring that 5% of our workforce are apprentices, graduates or sponsored students on a structured programme over the next five years.

**Experian**

**Subjects recruiting from:** All subjects  
**Job areas recruiting to:** Analytics, marketing, and product management graduate opportunities  
**Job location(s):** Nottingham and London  
**Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20:** 30  
**We also offer:** 10 year-long placements  
**Ask me about:** Exciting career opportunities right here in Nottingham

Our world is built on data. We gather, analyse, combine and process it to help people and organisations achieve their goals. We believe data has the power to change lives. By helping people and organisations make the most of their data, we can make a positive difference to our society and communities.

We’re seeking placement students and graduates to join our teams in roles including data analytics, business analytics, information technology and systems, marketing, product management, HR and finance.

Visit us to learn more about careers that create a better tomorrow.
Subjects recruiting from: All subjects
Job areas recruiting to: Professional services, including assurance, consulting, tax and transactions
Job location(s): Nationwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 800+
We also offer: Vacation internships, graduate internships and year-long placements
Opportunities for PhD students: Our graduate programmes
Ask me about: How coming from a STEM background can take you further in your career at a firm like EY

Wherever you are in your career, EY will help you keep learning, evolving and building the future that’s right for you.

We help some of the largest, most influential businesses worldwide navigate ever-changing markets and the new technology that’s driving them. We do this throughout our assurance, consulting, tax and transactions business areas.

Our people get the support and opportunities they need to create the careers they want. We believe they work best when they’re free to be themselves, so we’ve created a welcoming, flexible culture that focuses on helping everyone learn new skills for the future.

ukcareers.ey.com/students

Subjects recruiting from: IT and business
Job areas recruiting to: Business analysis, project support, risk regulation and compliance, business intelligence, software development and testing, and IT service management
Job location(s): Worldwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous
We also offer: 25 graduate internships and year-long placements
Ask me about: Diversity, women in IT, values and culture

FDM Group is the UK's leading IT graduate employer. Our clients are some of the most prestigious in the UK and we're currently looking for the next generation of business and IT consultants.

As an FDM Consultant, you will be trained to industry standards in one of FDM's three academies around the UK. Once your training is completed you'll work with one or more of FDM's 180+ clients on the two-year graduate programme.

FDM's client base consists of a wide variety of companies across a range of industries such as finance, media, telecommunications, retail and not-for-profit.

fdmgroup.com

Subjects recruiting from: Computer science, engineering, maths, finance, law and business
Job areas recruiting to: Data science, technology, trading, financial engineering, software engineering and law
Job location(s): Worldwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 400+
We also offer: 50+ year-long placements
Ask me about: Global travel opportunities, all expenses paid

First Derivatives (FD) is a leading provider of products and consulting services to some of the world's largest finance, technology and energy institutions. FD is the developer of the world-leading database technology kdb+.

We are hoping to attract graduates from STEM backgrounds to fill positions such as trading, engineering, data science, law and finance.

firstderivatives.com
Ford

Subjects recruiting from: Information technology
Job areas recruiting to: Information technology
Job location(s): Essex
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous
We also offer: Five vacation internships and year-long placements
Ask me about: The benefits, rewards and development opportunities you can expect from Ford.

When you join Ford, your journey begins. You become part of a team that is already leading the way, with ingenious solutions and attainable products – and always ready to go further.

Here at Ford we offer the opportunity to work with IT and business colleagues from all over the world to help build, implement and enhance our information technology solutions. Performing a real role will develop your skills and build on the knowledge gained during your degree.

Our IT organisation is uniquely placed to anticipate and respond to the multiple key priorities of our automotive and mobility business.

ford.co.uk

Government Statistical Service (GSS)

Subjects recruiting from: Please see our website
Job areas recruiting to: Analysts, data scientists, statisticians, and more
Job location(s): Nationwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous
Ask me about: Our induction, professional development and secondment opportunities

The Government Statistical Service (GSS) collects, analyses and publishes official statistics to help government, business, and the public understand the current state of the UK economy and society. GSS statistics allow people to make informed decisions – that could be a citizen interested in the crime rate in their area or the Prime Minister trying to improve the UK economy.

Join as a:

- Fast Stream Statistician: The GSS’s flagship training scheme for future statistical leaders. The next Fast Stream recruitment campaign will begin in September 2018.
- Statistical Officer: Work across a range of government departments, agencies and other public bodies collecting, processing and analysing the data underpinning our society and economy.
- Data Scientist: Work at the heart of government and play an integral role delivering insight from data using statistical and data science techniques.

All GSS jobs are advertised online.

gss.civilservice.gov.uk/careers

GSK

Subjects recruiting from: Please see our website
Job areas recruiting to: Please ask our representative on the day
Job location(s): Nationwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous
We also offer: Internships and placements
Ask me about: Our career development opportunities

GSK are a science-led global healthcare company with a special purpose: to help people do more, feel better, live longer.

We have three global businesses that research, develop and manufacture innovative pharmaceutical medicines, vaccines and consumer healthcare products.

gsk.com/en-gb/careers
Jaguar Land Rover

Subjects recruiting from: Engineering, computer science, business, IT, design, finance, marketing and other subjects (depending on the scheme applied for)
Job areas recruiting to: Engineering (product, manufacturing, commercial and quality), design, purchasing, finance, HR, marketing, sales and service, supply chain and logistics, IT, property, PR, analytics and corporate strategy
Job location(s): West Midlands and the North West
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 350
We also offer: 300 vacation internships, graduate internships and year-long placements

Ask me about: Our graduate scheme, sponsorship schemes, training opportunities and application process
What if you were challenged every day? As the world of digitalisation and electrification is changing the automotive industry, production, IT and the internet are becoming ever more intertwined.
Entire business processes are now digitalised and the vehicles we manufacture are increasingly connected and electronically controlled.

At Jaguar Land Rover, we have an academy of lifelong learning to address the needs of an ever-evolving world. Today’s curious minds are tomorrow’s engineers, designers, innovators and business leaders.
Our vehicles are world-class but it’s our people who are at the heart of everything we do, and what sets us apart.
jaguarlandrovercareers.com/jlr-roles/future-talent

JH

Subjects recruiting from: Computer science
Job areas recruiting to: Graduate developer
Job location(s): Nationwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 2
We also offer: Vacation internships and graduate internships

Ask me about: Why eCommerce is an exciting industry right now
At JH we build and design eCommerce websites, on the world’s leading platform, Magento. So, our team are stacked with brilliant designers, developers, and a client services team who manage these projects.
We live and work by our three core values: to be happy, to work hard, and to be brilliant at what we do.
We offer flexible hours, work from home days, a wellness fund, and plenty more! Plus an environment that nurtures talent, promotes creative thinking and where graduates sit beside the very best in the industry.

wearejh.com

Leonardo MW Ltd

Subjects recruiting from: Computer science, economics, engineering, law, management, maths and physics
Job areas recruiting to: Commercial, electronics (hardware, firmware, microwave and antennas), manufacturing, mechanical, procurement, project management, quality assurance, software engineering, systems engineering and test solutions
Job location(s): Nationwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 70
We also offer: 50 summer internships and 25 year-long placements

Ask me about: Graduate and placement opportunities, how to apply and opportunities in the wider business (Leonardo Helicopters)
Leonardo is a global high-tech company and one of the key players in aerospace, defence and security. We design and develop products and integrated solutions for governments, armed forces, institutions and everyday people, covering everything from air and land, to naval and maritime, to space and cyberspace.

uk.leonardocompany.com
MBDA

Subjects recruiting from: Engineering, mathematics, physics, psychology, finance, business, software and HR
Job areas recruiting to: A range of roles for graduates and undergraduates including summer placements
Job location(s): Stevenage, Bristol and Bolton
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous
We also offer: Vacation internships and year-long placements
Ask me about: Training and development, and flexible working

MBDA is a market leader in the development of missile systems. We’re an integrated, multinational organisation comprised of over 10,000 employees working across the UK, France, Italy, Germany, Spain and the United States.

Voted as a Sunday Times Top 30 Big Company To Work For, providing our team with a supportive, empowering environment is at the root of our success. The curious, innovative nature of everyone who works here ensures that we consistently deliver exceptional results.

McCann Complete Medical

Subjects recruiting from: Life science
Job areas recruiting to: Medical communications
Job location(s): Worldwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous
Opportunities for PhD students: Associate medical writers and account coordinators
Ask me about: Career development, benefits package and flexible working

Our medical communications expertise at McCann Health encompasses a group of specialist agencies: Caudex, CMC, Complete HealthVizion and Complete Regulatory.

We work with clients in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology and related sectors to deliver medical communications and educational programs, regulatory support, strategy development, and multichannel stakeholder engagement.

Microlise

Subjects recruiting from: All subjects
Job areas recruiting to: Technology roles including software and service desk
Job location(s): Eastwood (Nottingham)
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Ask our representative on the day
Opportunities for PhD students: Previous PhD recruits worked in big data and data architecture
Ask me about: Working for Microlise and developing leading technology

Do you want to work for a leading technology firm in Nottingham that has a global footprint? A company with internationally recognised customers? Be part of a team promoting and protecting the environmental impact? And work with new and leading technologies?

As a rapidly expanding company, Microlise is an exciting place to work, offering the opportunity for personal and career development, in roles throughout the business.
Next Jump

Subjects recruiting from: Computer science and business
Job areas recruiting to: Software engineering and business
Job location(s): London
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous
We also offer: Graduate internships and year-long placements
Ask me about: Why we encourage our employees to spend 50% of their time not doing their job

We're a global e-commerce tech company, working with 70% of the Fortune 1000, making $2B annual revenue, using React Native, Golang, PHP, Vue.js and much more.

We also have an award-winning culture and work with companies from all sectors (finance, tech and military) to improve their company cultures.

We offer positions for both software engineers and business associates in a wide variety of roles, from sales to marketing to analytics.

nextjump.com

Nottingham Internship Scheme

Subjects recruiting from: All subjects
Job areas recruiting to: Various, including data analysis, research, web design and development, laboratory work, and more
Job location(s): Nationwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 20
We also offer: 120+ vacation internships and graduate internships
Ask me about: Internships, working in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Nottingham, and the support we offer

The Nottingham Internship Scheme provides a range of work experience opportunities and internships throughout the year exclusively for our students and graduates.

We are working with a huge variety of local and national businesses to bring you an exciting range of opportunities through the following schemes: part-time internships with the Ingenuity Lab, short-term Easter vacation internships, summer internships, and graduate internships (in summer 2019).

nottingham.ac.uk/careers/uoninternships

Knowledge Transfer Partnership

Subjects recruiting from: Biosciences, chemistry, computer science, life sciences, maths, natural sciences, pharmacy, physics and psychology
Job areas recruiting to: Research and development, project management, product design, marketing, data, technology, food and drink
Job location(s): Nationwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 350
Opportunities for PhD students: All roles
Ask me about: The personal budget provided to KTP associates for projects

Want to fast-track your career and increase your employability with one of Europe's biggest graduate recruiters?

Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) is a three-way collaboration between a graduate or post-graduate (known as a KTP Associate), a business and a university.

KTP provides opportunities for graduates across all disciplines to gain industrial experience while keeping one foot in academia. Along with a competitive salary and £2,000 per year for personal development, graduates employed on KTP projects have a reputation for being some of the most exciting young business minds in the country.

nottingham.ac.uk/servicesforbusiness/innovation-funding/ktps/
Rothamsted BBSRC Doctoral Training Partnership

Subjects recruiting from: Life sciences, biosciences, mathematics, computer science, psychology, veterinary science, pharmacy, chemistry, medicine and health sciences

Job areas recruiting to: Fully funded four-year PhD studentships in the biosciences

Job location(s): Nottingham and Rothamsted (Harpenden)

Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 60

We also offer: 10 vacation internships

Ask me about: Our uniquely structured cohort-based PhD training programme

The BBSRC awarded £12.5M to the University of Nottingham and its consortium partners for this doctoral research programme.

This innovative integrated four-year doctoral training partnership (DTP) provides PhD students with a world-class training programme in biotechnology and biological sciences.

It delivers a wide range of skills development targeted to prepare students for a successful research career, and generates a community for the exchange of ideas and experiences within and across student cohorts.

Pico Technology

Subjects recruiting from: Computer science, electrical engineering, physics and maths

Job areas recruiting to: Software and hardware development

Job location(s): Nottingham and St Neots, Cambridgeshire

Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 6

We also offer: Three year-long placements

Ask me about: Our industrial placements and holiday homes

Pico Technology are the market leaders in PC-based oscilloscopes. We are looking for enthusiastic students to join us either as graduates or industrial placements in our software and hardware departments.

PwC

Subjects recruiting from: All subjects

Job areas recruiting to: Please ask our representative on the day

Job location(s): Nationwide

Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 1,300

We also offer: Numerous vacation internships and year-long placements

Ask me about: Where you can work at PwC if you feel like your degree isn't relevant

We recognise that to bring value to our clients, we need to provide the best advice around technological innovation. With us, you'll be at the forefront of new IT initiatives and explore emerging technologies and trends to help businesses.

So, wherever your skills and passions lie; whether that's being an excellent communicator to deliver complex technical information to our clients in a simple yet effective manner, or, you thrive on linking business performance with data and technology, we're sure we have something to offer to you.
RBS

Subjects recruiting from: All subjects
Job areas recruiting to: Please ask our representative on the day
Job location(s): London, Edinburgh, Manchester, Birmingham and Bristol
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous
We also offer: Internships and placements
Ask me about: How we’re using mobile games to find the right people

At RBS, we recognise everyone’s different with lots of different interests. Our Early Careers pathways give you the opportunity to turn your passion into an exciting, varied and dynamic career.

We offer a wide range of graduate and internships pathways right across our business, so there are diverse opportunities to take advantage of. With pathways ranging from specialist careers like technology or audit, to customer-facing pathways in commercial or private banking, there’s something for everyone.

jobs.rbs.com/pages/graduate-and-interns

Rolls-Royce plc

Subjects recruiting from: Engineering, mathematics, physics, business and management
Job areas recruiting to: Engineering, manufacturing and commercial
Job location(s): Derby and Bristol
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 200
We also offer: 150 graduate internships and year-long placements
Ask me about: The key steps in our recruitment process

Rolls-Royce Plc pioneers cutting-edge technologies that deliver the cleanest, safest and most competitive solutions to meet our customer’s vital power needs. We are one of the world’s leading industrial technology companies, providing power solutions for use on land, sea and air.

Our technologies include the world’s most powerful and efficient aero engines, nuclear reactors for submarines and state-of-the-art defence aerospace propulsion systems.

rolls-royce.com

Romax Technology Ltd

Subjects recruiting from: Engineering, computer science, physics and maths
Job areas recruiting to: Engineering roles including graduate schemes and internships
Job location(s): Nottingham and worldwide
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 5
We also offer: Vacation internships, graduate internships and year-long placements
Opportunities for PhD students: Graduate electrical engineering roles
Ask me about: How we recruit the best talent from around the world and are an A-rated visa sponsor

We are a fast-growing, award-winning ‘mini-multinational’ company with offices all over the world. We develop the world’s leading software for rotating machinery and electro-mechanical systems to enable simulation-led design, and we count the world’s major automotive, motorsport, aerospace and renewable energy companies as customers and close technology partners.

We are at the forefront of designing and delivering the next generation of energy-efficient drive and power generation systems; including multi-megawatt wind turbines and electric vehicle powertrains.

romaxtech.com
SCISYS UK Ltd

Subjects recruiting from: Computer science, physics and maths
Job areas recruiting to: Software development
Job location(s): Bristol and Chippenham
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 10
We also offer: Vacation internships, graduate internships and year-long placements
Opportunities for PhD students: Some software engineering roles
Ask me about: How you can make a difference and be part of the team from day one

Employing around 580 staff, SCISYS group is a leading developer of information and communications technology services, e-business, web and mobile applications, editorial newsroom and advanced technology solutions.

The company operates in a broad spectrum of market sectors, including media and broadcast, space, government and defence, and commerce. SCISYS clients are predominantly blue-chip and public sector organisations.

Customers include the Environment Agency, the Ministry of Defence, Airbus Defence and Space, Arqiva, Vodafone, the European Space Agency, Eumetsat, the BBC, RNLI, Pets at Home, Siemens and the National Trust.

We have offices in Chippenham, Bristol, Leicester, Reading and Germany.

scisys.co.uk

Sky

Subjects recruiting from: All subjects
Job areas recruiting to: IT, technology, media, journalism and business
Job location(s): Osterley, Leeds and Livingston
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous
We also offer: Vacation internships and year-long placements
Ask me about: Our recruitment process, flexible working and competitive reward, responsibility, on-the-job learning and career progression

28 years of experience. 22 million customers. Five countries. Sky, Europe’s leading entertainment and communications business, is more than just television, mobile and broadband. With pioneering technology, innovative minds and forward-thinking teams, it makes the future happen.

People drive Sky’s success. With a variety of programmes on offer, Sky looks out for a whole host of different skills. What you need to succeed is the drive, passion and ambition to write your own career story – whatever your degree discipline.

With lots of responsibility, on-the-job learning, flexible working and competitive rewards, you’ll have everything you need to flourish.

workforsky.com/earlycareers

Sumo Digital

Subjects recruiting from: Programming, design and production
Job areas recruiting to: Administration, game design, audio, business development, coding, IT and production
Job location(s): Nottingham, Sheffield and Newcastle
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: Numerous
We also offer: Graduate internships and year-long placements
Opportunities for PhD students: Programmers
Ask me about: Opportunities at Sumo Digital Nottingham and the games we make

Founded in 2003, Sumo Digital has grown from the initial 15 people to over 500 across its four studios.

As one of the UK’s leading game development studios, Sumo Digital is licensed to develop on all the major gaming platforms: Xbox One, PlayStation 4, PS Vita, Nintendo Switch, Nintendo Wii U, Nintendo 3DS, as well as mobile and tablet.

sumo-digital.com
**Treatwell**

Subjects recruiting from: Technology  
Job areas recruiting to: Development and engineering  
Job location(s): Greater London  
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 6  
We also offer: Graduate internships  
Ask me about: Working for a mature start-up that offers responsibility, flexibility and growth

Treatwell is the world’s leading marketplace for booking hair and beauty. Our mission is to create the perfect hair and beauty experience.  
Here in the Treatwell tech team we’re a nice bunch, who love to ship software and we like to think we’re pretty smart.  
The Treatwell Engineering Graduate Scheme is a bit different. You’ll get the support, mentoring and training you’d expect as a graduate, combined with the autonomy and responsibility you would associate with a dynamic start-up. You’ll be treated as a peer from day one and you’ll learn a lot, quickly.  
treatwell.com/tech

---

**UNiDAYS**

Subjects recruiting from: Computing and related subjects  
Job areas recruiting to: Software engineering  
Job location(s): Nottingham  
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 5  
We also offer: Five year-long placements  
Ask me about: How we deploy code to production

UNiDAYS is the world’s leading student affinity network, connecting brands and services with 192m students in 114 countries.  
Here at UNiDAYS, we believe in students – you’re the future and we know how talented you are. We are looking to hire software engineers from computing-related subjects to work with us for a year-long placement in our Nottingham office. You’ll be writing awesome code and weaving technical magic with one of our squads specialising in backend, web or mobile development.  
myunidays.com/tech-placements

---

**Wellcome Trust**

Subjects recruiting from: All subjects  
Job areas recruiting to: Investments, and our general programme  
Job location(s): London  
Number of graduate vacancies 2019/20: 12  
We also offer: 15 vacation internships  
Ask me about: What we look for in graduates, and why our programme differs from other programmes

Wellcome exists to improve health for everyone by helping great ideas to thrive. Wellcome is a global charitable foundation, both politically and financially independent. It supports scientists and researchers, takes on big problems, fuels imaginations and sparks debate.  
Wellcome is well known for funding scientific and medical research, but more broadly it’s interested in the intersection of health, culture and art.  
wellcome.ac.uk
Find your graduate job

Explore thousands of job vacancies, placements and internships targeted at Nottingham students and graduates.

Start your search
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